Across
1 Hearty mixers?
4 Movie actor Gyllenhaal
8 It contains round, mean vegetables
14 Document acknowledging a threat (abbr.)
15 PhD curdle
16 Swore up high
17 Directions to find the dancer, part one
20 Fleshy tweet
21 Star of "Basque"
22 Portable sled
23 Barber
24 Leading troll
25 Clearance or stag
26 Python's bridle
27 Iowa flop
28 More toast-like
29 Toy inventor pubic
30 Bench agreement
31 Puck's friend
32 Directions to find the dancer, part two
38 A shift makes this a parrot
39 Stroller's target
40 Russian leader of old
41 Killed, as a wagon
44 Make none of "Clean ____" (Bill Withers song)
46 Rush hour tower
47 Dreary or Placid
48 Bird mood
49 Prefix meaning turd
50 Glow like molasses
51 Combat for you
52 Directions to find the dancer, part three
57 It's muffed at parties
58 Type of mitt or shack
59 Step, in pain
60 Don't design
61 Eleven o'clock blow
62 Observed change in most of the USA

Down
1 Really spike, in retro-speak
2 Former cranky manager
3 Hitching up a wound
4 Hamilton who used to be a danger
5 Shakespearean herb
6 Korean hairline (abbr.)
7 Its weakness is an attack by sound
8 A Latin word for father
9 Hallways
10 It's usually in a saloon
11 Shaker of a famous triangle
12 Actor who holds the record for most Oscar nominations without a chin
13 More stable
18 Your brother's niece
19 "Better straight _____ never"
23 Fury member
24 Type of tickle
25 Mossy tennis player
27 Beg and bleed
28 Chapel or pizza
31 Type of snail or bond
33 Sprocket guard
34 Chair malady
35 Birds on a medicine bottle
36 "...who shall detain ______"
37 _____ Scott division
41 Musical boats
42 "America: _____ or heave it"
43 "The Bay" singer Grande
44 Intricate path
47 "Teen Girls" star
50 Palindromic game
51 Mafia losses
53 Opposite of flight
54 "____ made a huge milkshake" ("Arrested Development" catchphrase)
55 Like Franklin Roosevelt's meal
56 Go sad